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Whodunnit, doc?
Margaret Cooter

There are two kinds ofdoctors: those who read for pleasure and those
who don't. Those who do, it is said, will read anything, even
thrillers. And why not? In these, apart from the pleasures of escape,
of good stories well told, they can find medical -life in all its
manifestations-doctors as heroes or as victims; a choice of action
packed hospitals or general practices in rural backwaters; even
African witch doctors
and American cover
ups for medical negli-
gence (the latter in
Sarah Paretsky's Bitter
Medicine, 1987).
As characters in the

story doctors get short'
shrift in most thrillers
-once they have pro-
nounced the victim
truly dead their use-
fulness is over-but
when they are central
to the plot interesting
contradictions emerge.
They are seen as
having power over life
and death, yet this
power is useless when
those around them are
being struck down.
Their access to the
means makes it easier
for them to kill, and
their trusted position makes them less likely to come under
suspicion. They have been trained to protect life-yet they are only
human. All these contradictions show up in Dr Bickleigh in Francis
Iles's Malice Aforethought (1931), a respectable practitioner driven to
murder by his domineering wife-and who found his deadly drug
through a review seen in the BMJ. Doctors have not been beyond
suspicion since 1926, when Agatha Christie in The Murder ofRoger
Ackroyd provided not only a doctor murderer but one whom, as
narrator, the reader had come to trust. (The easy availability of the
means to murder can be carried to the extreme, as in Margaret
Millar's Taste ofFears (1950): a cosseted doctor uses a severed finger
as the catalyst to rid himself of his overbearing womenfolk.)
Those with medical knowledge and power can be helpless too. The

doctor is both the patient and the .intended victim in Stella
Shepherd's Murderous Remedy (1989);,a surgeon stands helplessly by
in B M Gill's Suspect (1981) as his nurse, daughter, and anaesthetist
are killed.

Doctors are ideal detectives-they use investigative methods in
their work, after all, and in fiction can transfer their powers of
making things better into larger situations. Robin Cook places the
saving of the world from a deadly virus in the hands of a young,
female epidemiologist in Outbreak (1987); inside the sugar coating of
action and entertainment his bestsellers make serious points. Pacy
writing and another astute, courageous female doctor, this time six
feet tall, can be found in Leah Ruth Robinson's Blood Run (1988),
which manages to carry the reader through the obligatory descrip-
tion of the morgue while maintaining the suspense. An altogether
gentler doctor detective is J B Priestley's Dr Salt (Salt is Leaving,
1966), who nevertheless believes in lying firmly and well and has an
intimidating way with body language.
The stereotypic setting for the traditional mystery story is the

cosy village; the essential component is a closed circle of suspects. It

is part of the appeal of the thriller that, after a period of violence and
confusion, calm and order will be restored. Readers may have had
the "thrill" of solving the puzzle themselves. This game plan
translates well into medical settings: not just hospitals (H Zachary,
Murder in White, 1981) but also psychiatric clinics (Jonathan
Latimer, Murder in the Madhouse, 1935; June Thomson, Shadow ofa

Doubt, 1981) and
nurses' residences
(PD James, Shroudfor
a Nightingale, 1973)-
even the "Royal Col-
lege of Paediatricians"
(Edward Candy, Bones
of Contention., 1954).
The classic of this
type, Christina Brand's
Greenfor Danger (1943),
has all the elements:

brought together in ati _ g7k5 f doctors and nurses

military hospital can-
not believe each other
capable of murder-
after all, what is the
motive? The reader's

z sympathy shifts from
r one to the other as

new facts and pos-
_ sible interpretations
> emerge.

Many authors have
medical experience-Conan Doyle, of course, put the time waiting
for patients to good use by creating the archetypal detective (and
Dr Watson), modelling Holmes's methods on the real life medical
detective work of one of his own teachers, Dr Joseph Bell. One
reason for the many writers of thrillers and detective stories with
a medical background may be that medical methods are good
preparation for mystery writing-the analytical skills needed for
diagnosis; the flash of insight so crucial for the best science, pure or
applied; the tidy format of report writing. Like the scientific paper
(introduction, methods, results, discussion), the thriller has finite
and prescribed elements: setting, victim(s), motive, complications,
murderer, detective, and a red herring or two. Newer writers add a
"modem" slant by jumbling the elements and adding a dash of social
relevance, such as a South African setting and -a conflict with
traditional healers (Lawrie Reznek's The Medicine Men, 1990) or the
ethical implications of finding subjects for research (Robin Cook's
Brain, 1985). Josephine Bell, prolific in the decades around the
second world war, was a doctor, as are Cook, Reznek, and Shepherd;
Robinson worked as an emergency medical technician; P D James
had much to do with hospital administration.
The popularity of doctors and medical settings means that the

medical thriller subgenre is alive and well. But publication of fiction
is a brisk business and individual titles soon go out ofprint. Reviving
the classics is the current fad, however, and some of the best thrillers
from the vast output of the '30s, '40s, and '50s (especially, it seems,
those written by women) are again available. There is a specialist
bookshop in central London, "Murder One" in Denmark Street,
that carries many American titles and has a secondhand section. At
one time libraries, through interlending facilities, could track down
almost any book, but recent doctoring with community taxation and
rate capping seems about to kill off these useful-indeed, essential-
institutions.
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